NUIX DISOVER FOR PARTNERS
Because relatively good isn’t good enough

Nuix Discover delivers end-to-end eDiscovery without compromise. Nuix Discover is a next-generation review
platform with processing you can trust. It will de-risk your discovery workflow and give you more control, speed,
savings, and profitability.
Nuix Discover is powerful, scalable, and flexible—run it on premises in your data center, in the cloud, or both—
putting the power in your hands to help your most demanding and discerning customers.

THE NUIX ADVANTAGE
•

Built specifically for your business. Increase profitability
and operational efficiencies using the multi-tenancy,
single-instance infrastructure that enhances client case
reporting and billing, isolates customer data securely, and
saves operator time and expense.

•

Offer clients the better choice. Amazingly fast review
and intelligent automation capabilities allow legal teams
to dramatically improve the speed and quality of
document review while also delivering advanced
analysis of case strategy.

•

Generate new revenue streams. Nuix Discover gives you
the latest analytics and review technology to complement
our industry-leading collections and processing engine. The
combination gives you the industry’s only end-to-end
solution that allows you to expand your current business,
offer new revenue streams, and provide value-added
services to small and large clients alike.
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Nuix Discover’s intuitive user interface allows reviewers to complete
each task with fewer clicks.
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GAIN OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY

MAXIMIZE YOUR INVESTMENT WITH
FLEXIBLE DEPLOYMENT OPTIONS

Easily handle multiple clients and cases from a single, multitenanted and secure architecture that simplifies operational crossclient support while keeping all client data completely isolated.

Run Nuix Discover where and how you want, in your data center
or the cloud, with a central environment or decentralized based
on business and regional requirements.

PROFIT FROM ANY SIZED CLIENT

Our software allows you to service more clients on less
hardware, enjoy less manual intervention for back-end
operations, and provide faster, more accurate services that
meets client needs.

Nuix Discover is fully scalable to provide the same features and
benefits for any sized matter, allowing you to provide repeatable,
defensible services with less labor and more profit while scaling
processing power to match needs.

Whichever way to set up your business, you’ll always get the
latest features, innovations, and operational efficiencies to fulfill
your clients’ eDiscovery service needs while gaining better
visibility into how your business is running.

TAKE THE HASSLE OUT OF BILLING
Built for the business of eDiscovery, Nuix Discover enables
multi-client administration and reporting from a single view.
Reports roll up usage at the case, client, and organization level
and can be used as a basis for cost management and allocation,
charge-backs, and invoicing.

AUTOMATE FROM INGESTION
TO PRODUCTION
Nuix Discover provides push-button capabilities for load files,
imports, and exports throughout the eDiscovery process,
significantly reducing operational expenses, script
customizations, and vendor software upgrade hassles that
impede service level agreements.

KEEP CLIENTS HAPPY WITH AMAZINGLY
FAST REVIEW
Nuix Discover’s intuitive user interface and intelligent
automation capabilities allow legal teams to dramatically
improve the speed and quality of document review while also
delivering insightful analysis of case strategy.

Nuix Discover’s powerful analytics, data visualizations, and
predictive coding are all included in the base license.

CREATE OPPORTUNITIES WITH
INTEGRATED ANALYTICS

If relatively good isn’t good
enough for you, visit

Nuix Discover includes a fully integrated analytics suite, saving
you from the hassles of managing third-party products while
giving you an easy way to offer value-added services alongside
your client’s review process.

www.nuix.com/eDiscovery

Nuix understands the DNA of data at enormous scale. Our software pinpoints the critical information organizations need to anticipate,
detect, and act on risk, compliance, and security threats. To learn more visit www.nuix.com.
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